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STATE OF LOUISIANA 


DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 


 


SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2017-7135-DOE-IDEA 


 *  


IN THE MATTER OF *  


 *  


PARENT ON BEHALF OF CHILD *  


* 
AGENCY LOG NO.  78-H-07 


****************************************************************************** 


ORDER DENYING MOTION TO VACATE DISMISSAL, RULE TO SHOW CAUSE, 


AND PETITION TO REOPEN PURSUANT TO LAC I:III§529 


 


On October 11, 2017, an order granting School Board’s Motion to Dismiss was issued and 


and Parent’s due process hearing request was dismissed, on the grounds Parent failed to participate 


in the resolution meeting.  On October 17, 2017, Parent filed a Motion to Vacate Order of 


Dismissal, Opposition to Motion to Dismiss & Rule to Show Cause, and a Motion to Enroll 


Counsel.  On October 20, 2017, Parent filed a Petition to Reopen Pursuant to LAC I:III §529.   


Parent’s motions and petition to reopen are denied.  Parent admitted to the undersigned in a 


telephone conference held on September 28, 2017, that she had refused to participate in the 


resolution meeting attempted by the School Board.  Requiring documentation of School Board’s 


attempts to set up the resolution meeting would be superfluous.   


The order issued October 11, 2017, granting School Board’s Motion to Dismiss is affirmed. 


 IT IS SO ORDERED. 


Rendered and signed November 1, 2017, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


 


      _____________________________ 


      William H. Cooper III  


Presiding Administrative Law Judge  
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 


DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
 


SCHOOL BOARD 
*  


* DOCKET NO. 2017-8630-DOE-IDEA 
 *  


IN THE MATTER OF *  


 *  


PARENTS ON BEHALF OF  


MINOR CHILD 
* 


AGENCY LOG NO.  78-H-10 


****************************************************************************** 


DECISION AND ORDER1 


Parents filed a request for a due process hearing alleging their Minor Child was denied a 


free and appropriate public education, following an unintentional segregation incident at  school 


, and the School Board’s denial of their request for weekly curriculum specialist assistance.  


Parents proved that School Board denied their child a free, appropriate, and public education 


required under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. 


APPEARANCES 


A hearing was conducted February 19 through 22, 2018, in Covington, Louisiana, before 


Administrative Law Judge William H. Cooper III.  Present at the hearing were Paternal Parent 


appearing as attorney for Minor Child, and Maternal Parent.  Representing the School Board were 


Wayne Stewart, counsel, and the School Board’s representative, J.B. 


STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Individual with Disabilities 


Education Act (IDEA), 20 U.S.C. §§ 1400, et seq. as adopted by La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq., 


Louisiana Administrative Code Title 28, Chapter XLIII, Bulletin 1706 promulgated in accordance 


                                                 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this order.  See 


attached legend for identifying information.  
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with La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq., and the Division of Administrative Law Act, La. R.S. 49:991, et 


seq. 


 Parents requested a hearing on behalf of Minor to determine whether there was segregation 


of the child in the School Board cafeteria, and whether the School Board failed to provide timely 


and appropriate modifications to their child’s schoolwork, and whether these actions or inactions 


violated their child’s right to a free and appropriate public education under IDEA.   


The scope of the hearing involves consideration of the issues listed in Louisiana 


Administrative Code (LAC) 28:XLIII.507.A.1. This adjudication is conducted in accordance with 


the IDEA, 20 U.S.C.A. §1400 as adopted by La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq., Louisiana Administrative 


Code Title 28, Chapter XLIII, Bulletin 1706 promulgated in accordance with La. R.S. 17:1941, et 


seq., and the Division of Administrative Law Act, La. R.S. 49:991, et seq. 


 At the hearing, Parents and School Board stipulated to the introduction of SB-1, SB-9, and 


SB-11 in their entirety.  Those three exhibits were admitted into evidence.  P-26, p.2; P-1, pp. 2-


82; SB-19, p. 5; SB-14; P-85, pp. 26-26A; P-90, p. 52; SB-18, p. 1; SB-18, p. 1; SB-17, pp. 1-4; 


P-40; P-91; P-87; SB-23; P-92; P-81; SB-19; SB-1; SB-9; SB-11; P-33, p. 52; were admitted into 


evidence without objection.  P-42, pp. 1-6; P-90, pp. 48-49; P-89, pp. 1-93; P-90, pp. 38-41; and 


P-90, pp. 42-43, pp. 44-47 were admitted into evidence over the objections of School Board.  P-


41, pp. 1-2 were not admitted following the objections of School Board.  SB-20, pp. 1-5 was 


admitted into evidence over the objections of Parent.  Paternal Parent presented testimony into 


evidence, including that of Maternal Parent.  The School Board then presented testimony.  SB-26 


was not admitted over the objections of Parent, and School Board withdrew its request to introduce 


the exhibit.  Paternal Parent did not present rebuttal testimony.  The parties presented closing 


arguments.  School Board’s request to submit post-hearing briefs and extend the decision deadline 
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was not granted following the objections of Parent.  The record was closed and the matter was 


submitted for decision to be issued no later than March 12, 2018. 


FINDINGS OF FACT 


Minor Child is the biological  of Parents.  is  years old as of the date of the 


hearing.   has been diagnosed with  syndrome and has an Individualized Education Plan 


(IEP) through School Board.   has been a student attending School Board’s schools for 


approximately ten years, so Parents and special education School Board administrators S. H. and 


J. B. know each other well.2   IEP classifies  as having Specific Learning Disability 


exceptionality with some math calculation and problem solving, and a secondary classification 


exceptionality of Other Health Impairment (OHI).   has working memory delay and expressive 


language delay, and needs accommodations and modifications to  school work and tests.  These 


include the use of larger print, more white space in the material, individualized testing, and study 


guides for tests received timely and in advance of the test.   December 8, 2016 IEP required 


that  spend 80% or more of day inside a regular class to ensure  was in the least restrictive 


environment.3   was required to receive 30 minutes of special education instruction daily.4   


was required to have full inclusion with regular children in all settings, including the cafeteria, 


library, areas of transition between the classes, and computer labs.5   Individual Evaluation 


Integrated Report noted  would benefit from a feeling of affiliation of feeling and belonging and 


connectedness within  school.6   


Minor Child attended School Board’s L.H.as a  grader in 2016-2017 school year.   


                                                 
2 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 281, lines 9-14. 
3 P-43, p. 20. 
4 P-43, p. 20. 
5 P-43, p.19. 
6 SB-11, p. 22. 
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was scheduled to transition and attend F.J. in the 2017-2018 school year as a seventh grader.  


Parents met with A.W., the assistant principal of F.J., twice prior to the beginning of the 2017-


2018 school year to make sure Minor Child’s transition to  new school went well.  The first 


meeting was in May of 2017, and the second was on August 8, 2017, two days before school began 


at F.J.  A.W. informed Parents in the second meeting that J.J. would be only assigned to Minor 


Child on a 1:1 ratio as  paraprofessional while at F.J., and introduced them to J.J. in that 


meeting.7 


The first day of school at F.J. was August 10, 2017.  During  first two days of school at 


F.J., the child was told by  paraprofessional that  would need to wait once disembarking from 


the morning bus at “the front porch,’ a term given to the front of the school, while other special 


needs children and the children of teachers arrived for school.8  There are 8 children at F.J. that 


have individual (1:1) paraprofessionals.9  Once everyone arrived, the group of children went with 


their paraprofessionals to the cafeteria for breakfast.  The paraprofessionals congregated at one 


table apparently for no other reason but to socialize; as a consequence the special needs children 


assigned to those paraprofessionals would also sit at that table.10  The Minor Child did not eat 


breakfast, but accompanied J.J.,  paraprofessional, to the cafeteria.  At lunch, the 


paraprofessionals, including J.J., again congregated at this same table in the cafeteria to socialize, 


and their assigned children, including Minor Child, had to sit with them. Minor Child interpreted 


this as a requirement for  to sit at the “special needs” table, although there is no school-


sanctioned or labeled table for that purpose.11  This occurred on both Thursday, August 10 and 


                                                 
7 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 13, line 21, to p. 14, line 1. 
8 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 16, line 9, to p. 21, line 7. 
9 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 29, line 12. 
10 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 74, line 21, to p.75, line 24.  
11 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 76, line 16, to p. 77, line 22, and p. 79, lines 5-22. 
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Friday, August 11.   communicated this to  mother on Friday night, August 11, 2017.12  Minor 


Child was visibly upset that night in relating these events to  mother.  The Parents also 


discovered from Minor Child that J.J. was assisting two IEP children, instead of being solely 


assigned to Minor Child.   


The Parents immediately emailed F.J. administrators the night of August 11 and set up a 


meeting to discuss the segregation.  A.W., S.H., and A.N. met with the Parents on Monday 


morning, August 14, 2017.  Following that meeting, A.W. instructed the paraprofessionals to 


immediately discontinue their social congregation at one table and to spread out to different tables 


in the cafeteria.13  Minor Child was no longer told  had to wait at “the front porch” for other 


children to arrive for school in the morning, and allowed to proceed immediately to  first class.  


No one at the school had instructed the paraprofessionals to congregate their children at the “front 


porch” upon arriving at school, or give the paraprofessionals any direction on how this process 


should occur.14  A.W. also reassigned the second child from J.J., so that J.J. only had Minor Child 


to assist.  A.W. had become aware of the second IEP child coming to F.J. only after the August 8 


meeting with Parents, and this second child’s needs created a situation where A.W. had been short-


handed for paraprofessionals assigned to children with IEPs.  A.N., a certified special education 


teacher, became Minor Child’s “folder-holder” or case manager that coordinated school work 


and was responsible for informing the teachers what  IEP required for accommodations and 


modifications. 


Minor Child has seven different class subjects at F.J.   For ELA (English Language Arts), 


some social studies tests, and while doing a learning program called “Achieve 3000,” Minor Child 


                                                 
12 Tr. 2/21/18, p.275, line 1 to p. 280, line 13.   
13 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 32, line 25 to p. 33, line 3. 
14 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 33, line 1-12. 
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would be removed from the classroom to the library or another classroom so J.J. could read aloud 


the test or assignment to .  Individualized testing is required by  IEP; the setting requirement 


on the IEP is not listed in the “Classroom” setting but is listed under “Testing” setting.15  The IEP 


requires individualized instruction in the “Classroom” setting.16  Minor Child was removed from 


the class so as to not disrupt the regular students’ instruction.   ELA teacher could have had 


certain assignments read aloud to  through the use of headphones in the regular classroom, but 


this was not done.  She believed it was school policy for Minor Child to be removed if  had an 


assignment or test necessitating that it be read aloud.  There were occasions where instruction of 


the regular classroom would continue while Minor Child was being tested in another location.  


Parents prefer that  be tested as  was at L.H., where the paraprofessional would not remove 


 from the class, and take  to an area of the regular classroom where the test could be read 


to  quietly.   


In Minor Child’s social studies class at F.J.,  assigned regular education teacher for that 


subject, A.F., recorded  grades in the school’s computer based grading system, JPAMS.17  The 


grades in JPAMS are not final or permanent.  They can be adjusted without restriction, as any 


teacher’s grades can be before the final report card grades are sent.18  JPAMS is accessible through 


a login on a computer by parents of a child to monitor their child’s progress.19  A.F. exempted 


Minor Child from several tests when  either was absent from some of the instructional materials 


or when  did not do well on the tests.  She could not recall the factual circumstances for every 


“E” or exempt that she gave Minor Child.  She would enter an “E” for exempt rather than giving 


                                                 
15 SB-9, p.14. 
16 SB-9, p.14. 
17 No witness could state what the acronym stood for.  Tr. 2/21/18, p. 240, line 23 to p. 241, line 1, 
18 Tr. 2/21/18, pp. 154, line 6 through p. 160, line 17. 
19 Tr. 2/22/18, p. 70, lines 16-24. 
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 a low or zero grade.  Between August 25, 2017, and October 12, 2017, A.F. had 20 separate 


assignments, projects, or tests for grades in JPAMS.  Out of those 20 grades, she gave Minor Child 


nine (9) E’s (exempts) for assignments or tests on 8/30/17, 8/31/17, 9/1/17, 9/6/17, two on 9/15/17 


for a vocabulary test and quiz, 9/21/17, 9/29/17, and 10/11/17.20  Minor Child had out of those 


same 20 grades a total of 1 F (60/100 for 9/15/17), 3 D’s (68/100 for 9/20/17, 67/100 for 10/5/17, 


and 44/65 for 10/9/17) , 3 B’s (44/50 for 8/25/17, 45/50 for 9/22/17, and 86/100 for 10/12/17), and 


4 A’s (100/100 for 8/30/17, 94/100 for 9/8/17, 5/5 for 9/15/17, and 100/100 for 9/29/17).21  Parents 


discovered Minor Child was failing the computer program Achieve 3000 tests because  was 


racing through the material to get to a game at the end.22  Minor Child now does Achieve 3000 in 


print so  doesn’t get the game.  All of the F’s received on the Achieve 3000 in social studies 


are now not on JPAMS.  On August 23, 2017, a study guide was given to Minor Child for a test 


on August 25, 2017.23  On October 6, 2017, Minor Child and  Parents received a study guide 


for a 9-week exam on October 10, 2017.24   special education teacher, A.N., found Minor Child 


to be a good student, and that a low grade would be unusual for .  Minor Child was also 


removed from the regular classroom to another classroom so  test could be read aloud to .25  


 would often be removed to the library, and  would then be reluctant to return to the regular 


classroom after testing as  discovered the library has a Superman book  likes to read.26  Minor 


Child had a behavioral incident one day after being removed to another classroom for a social 


studies quiz, and then refused to return to the regular classroom.27  Minor Child also has behavioral 


                                                 
20 P-92, p.2. 
21 P-92, p. 2. 
22 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 309, line 16 through p. 311, line 22. 
23 P-1, p. 16-17. 
24 P-91, pp. 48-58; SB-23, p. 243. 
25 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 92, line 6 through p. 96, line 1.   
26 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 311, lines 12-22. 
27 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 94, lines 7-22. 
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problems only in social studies;  has thrown a pencil in class according to communication logs 


written by the teacher.28  Minor Child shuts down when  feels overwhelmed from receiving too 


much information.29   Parents do not get any detailed information about tests or testing materials 


in social studies.  Before the Thanksgiving holiday break, there was a test that  prepared for 


using the 11-page study guide.  A.F. sent home a note that Friday that  did a great job taking the 


test.  When  returned from the Thanksgiving break, another note was sent home that day again 


stating  did a great job taking the test.  A.F. had failed to notify the Parents that Minor Child did 


not complete the 16-page test before the Thanksgiving break and had to complete it on the day  


returned from the Thanksgiving break.  Because of this lack of communication, Minor Child had 


not studied the material during the ten-day break.30 


In Minor Child’s science class,  regular education teacher for this subject, E.P., gave 


 an “E” for tests and assignments  may not have had time to complete.31  For a science test 


Minor Child made a 60 on, Parents had not been notified of the pending test or sent study guide 


materials in advance to allow Minor Child to prepare.32  When Parents were notified of upcoming 


tests and sent home study guides, the study guides had too much information for Minor Child to 


digest.  They received an eight-page study guide with no white space or larger font 


accommodations.33  Minor Child is also pulled from the science class to have tests read aloud to 


 in an individualized environment.34    E.P. received training literature on educating children 


who have Down’s syndrome in only the second nine weeks of the 2017-2018 school year.35   


                                                 
28 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 292, lines 10-17. 
29 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 344, line 25, through p. 345, line 14. 
30 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 297, line 2 through p. 298, line 1. 
31 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 74, lines 11-25. 
32 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 308, lines 19-22. 
33 P-1, (exhibit L), p. 29-37. 
34 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 75, lines 17-25. 
35 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 77, lines 11-23. 
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Parents became concerned that Minor Child was falling behind.   received study guides 


for exams that did not appear to accommodate  through the use of larger print and more white 


spacing as required in  IEP.36  The Parents were concerned that the social studies and science 


subjects’ study guides were not being given far enough in advance to allow an adequate amount 


of study time, as required by  IEP.37  These two subjects’ study guides presented information 


for exams in a manner that were not modified for the Minor Child’s needs; the information was 


not “chunked” or broken up in manageable sections of information for  to absorb without 


overwhelming .38  On September 26, 2017, A.N., Minor Child’s special education teacher, told 


the parents in an email that she didn’t know the social studies and science curriculums “at all 


really” to know what the important material was in order to modify it.39  The Parents, teachers, 


and other IEP team members met and corresponded several times over the course of the first nine 


weeks of the 2017-2018 school year without reaching an agreement as to what the IEP for Minor 


Child required for accommodations and modifications.40  They met in person five times in seven 


weeks in attempts to correct problems they were experiencing with the study guides, tests, 


accommodations, and modifications of school work.41  The Parents met with K.W. and A.B., the 


curriculum specialist, on October 4, 2017, for these issues the week before the nine-week exams.  


The meeting concluded with the understanding that A.N. would prepare study guides for the 


material on the upcoming tests.42  The Friday after the meeting, October 6, 2017, the Parents 


received a partial social studies study guide for exams beginning on Monday of the following 


                                                 
36 P-43, p. 25. 
37 P-43, p. 25; Tr. 2/21/18, p. 290, line 22 through p. 291, line 2. 
38 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 291, lines 17-23; Tr. 2/21/18 p.330, line 24-p. 331, line 22; p. 341, lines 11-17. 
39 P-33, p.52. 
40 P-34, pp.1-10; SB-23, pp. 1-269. 
41 P-1, p. 38; Tr. 2/21/18, p. 320, lines 11-14. 
42 P-1, p. 40; Tr. 2/21/18, p. 323, lines 7-23. 
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week.  Some of the answers on the study guides for social studies and science were incorrect.43  


The Parents received the completed social studies study guide on Tuesday, October 10, for the 


Thursday, October 12, exam.  The Parents filed their request for a Due Process hearing on October 


20, 2017.44 


The Parents and School Board agreed to engage in an IEP facilitation meeting and engage 


the services of a neutral state IEP Facilitator.  Sharon Dufrene, a contract IEP facilitator employed 


by the Louisiana Department of Education (LDE), was chosen by the state.  The parties do not 


have the ability to refuse the LDE’s choice of facilitator.  Prior to the scheduled meeting, Ms. 


Dufrene spoke with both parties to interview them on their respective issues in preparation for the 


meeting.  On December 11, 2017, the meeting took place with Ms. Dufrene, the IEP team including 


the Parents, and K. W., the acting ODR (Official District or Designated Representative) for F.J.  


Ms. Dufrene voluntarily appeared as a witness at the hearing at the Parent’s request to describe the 


IEP meeting.45  She related that both parties had good collaboration.46  The team believed Minor 


Child was high functioning for a child with Down’s syndrome.  was well-loved by the team.47  


During the meeting, Parents wanted a curriculum specialist to meet weekly with the special 


education teacher, A.N. A.N. was adamant during the meeting that she could not modify those 


subjects’ curriculums for Minor Child, and felt overwhelmed by the material.48  J.B. did not agree 


on behalf of the School Board to provide a curriculum specialist weekly to modify Minor Child’s 


                                                 
43 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 324, line 7 through p. 327, line 4. 
44 P-1. 
45 Without knowledge of her role or position, the undersigned granted the Parents’ request for a subpoena to issue to 


Ms. Dufrene for her appearance at the hearing. After discovering her role at the hearing and determining her subpoena 


was issued in violation of La. R.S. 17:1946(D)(1), the undersigned released Ms. Dufrene from her subpoena prior to 


her testimony regarding the facts of the IEP facilitation meeting.  She voluntarily chose to stay and testify regarding 


the IEP meeting. 
46 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 310, lines 13-14. 
47 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 309, lines 13-19. 
48 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 301, lines 6-22. 
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social studies and science tests and homework assignments.  Both sides appeared cooperative, but 


J.B. did not want to make the IEP “tight” by writing in the weekly curriculum specialist, preferring 


to keep the IEP “generalized” by making the curriculum specialist available “at the needs of the 


student.”49The School Board also offered to redo Minor Child’s grades to reflect that  didn’t get 


appropriate study guides.50  The Parents declined, stating they wanted Minor Child to earn  


grades, and that  grades should reflect what  has learned from the curriculums.  The Parents 


walked out of the meeting, and did not sign the new December 2017 IEP, because the rest of the 


IEP team stated that Minor Child’s progress was sufficient in the IEP Progress Reports for the 


previous calendar year (December 2016-December 2017).51   


Minor Child’s final grades for the first nine weeks ending October 13, 2017, were recorded 


by the school teachers for  report card as a 90 (B) in Reading, 88 (B) in English, 89 (B) in Math, 


92 (B) in Art, 85 (B) in Social Studies, 100 (A) in P.E. and 87 (B) in Science.52  Minor Child’s 


interim grades for the second nine weeks as of November 2, 2017, were 91 (B) in both English 


and Reading, 85 (B) in Math, 93 (A) in Art, 77 (C) in Social Studies, 100 (A) in P.E., 100 (A) in 


Science.53 


Minor Child starting saying “I’m not stupid” in the first and second quarter of the 2017-


2018 school year.54  The Parents believed this was because of  difficulties during this period of 


time, which made  feel defeated.55   


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


Parents have proven that the School Board’s implementation of their Minor Child’s 


                                                 
49 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 303, lines 11-23. 
50 Tr. 2/20/18, p. 318, lines 1-17. 
51 SB-20, pp. 1-5. 
52 SB- 19, p. 5; Tr. 2/21/18, p. 241, lines 2-15. 
53 SB-19, p.5, Tr. 2/21/18, p. 241, line 16 to p. 242, line 4. 
54 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 345, line 15. 
55 Tr. 2/21/18, p. 346, line 4. 
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December 8, 2016, IEP denied their Minor Child a free and appropriate public education by 


segregating  and not accommodating or modifying  school work or study guides in a manner 


reasonably calculated to enable  to receive educational benefits. 


Burden of Proof 


A school district’s educational program for a child with disabilities is presumed to be 


appropriate.56  As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School Board, 


Parents bear the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.57  Parents must affirmatively prove 


their allegations that the School Board denied their child FAPE. 


General Discussion of IDEA 


The United States Supreme Court in Board of Education v. Rowley declined to establish an 


overarching standard to evaluate the education provided under IDEA.  Instead, it set forth a two 


prong inquiry to decide if a child has been denied FAPE.58  “First, has the State complied with the 


procedures set forth in the Act?  Second, is the individualized educational program developed 


through the Act’s procedures reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational 


benefits?”59  The Rowley inquiry was expanded upon in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas 


County School District RE-1, finding that IDEA requires an educational program reasonably 


calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.60 


The FAPE required by the IDEA “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will 


maximize the child's educational potential; rather, it need only be an education that is specifically 


designed to meet the child's unique needs, supported by services that will permit  ‘to benefit’ 


                                                 
56 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003). 
57 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).     
58 458 U.S. 176 (1982). 
59 Rowley, 456 U.S. at 206-07.  
60 -U.S.-, 137 S. Ct. 988, 1001 (2007). 
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from the instruction.”61  Instead, IDEA guarantees a “basic floor” of opportunity, “specifically 


designed to meet the child's unique needs, supported by services that will permit  to benefit 


from the instruction.”62 Still, the educational benefit “cannot be a mere modicum or de minimus; 


rather, an IEP must be likely to produce progress, not regression or trivial educational 


advancement.”63 


When a parent challenges the appropriateness of an IEP, courts first ask whether the state 


has complied with the IDEA's procedural requirements.64  In the instant case, there were no 


allegations by Parents of a procedural infirmity in establishing the IEP.  Thus we look to, 


substantively, “whether the IEP developed through such procedures was reasonably calculated to 


enable the child to receive educational benefits.”65   


In Michael F. the Fifth Circuit set forth four factors “that can serve as indicators of whether 


an IEP” satisfies the substantive inquiry: “(1) the program is individualized on the basis of the 


student's assessment and performance; (2) the program is administered in the least restrictive 


environment; (3) the services are provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key 


‘stakeholders'; and (4) positive academic and non-academic benefits are demonstrated.”66  The 


Fifth Circuit applies the Michael F. factors to determine substantive compliance.67  


1) Prong 1: The program is individualized on the basis of the student’s assessment and 


performance 


 


The Parents do not have allegations in their Due Process complaint that amount to a violation 


of Prong 1 of Michael F. 


                                                 
61 R.P. ex rel. R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist., 703 F. 3d 801, 809 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting Cypress-Fairbanks 


Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997) 
62 See Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997); see also Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley, 458 U. S. 176, 200 (1982). 
63 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z, 580 F.3d 286, 292 (5th Cir. 2009) (citing Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 248) 
64 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F. 3d 576, 583) (citation omitted). 
65 Id. (citation and internal quotation marks omitted) 
66 Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 253. 
67 R.P. ex rel. R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist., 703 F. 3d 801, 809–10 (5th Cir. 2012) 
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2) Prong 2: The program is administered in the least restrictive environment 


The Parents do allege a violation of Prong 2 of Michael F., that the program was not 


administered in the least restrictive environment.  The Parents have proved this violation. 


a) Least Restrictive Environment-Cafeteria “special needs table” and “front porch” 


The cafeteria “special needs table” and school arrival “front porch” issues are related to the 


least restrictive environment (LRE) requirement in Michael F.’s second prong.  34 C.F.R. § 


300.117 sets for the requirements for inclusion in nonacademic settings: 


In providing or arranging for the provision of nonacademic and extracurricular 


services and activities, including meals, recess periods, and the services and 


activities set forth in § 300.107, each public agency must ensure that each child 


with a disability participates with nondisabled children in the extracurricular 


services and activities to the maximum extent appropriate to the needs of that child. 


The public agency must ensure that each child with a disability has the 


supplementary aids and services determined by the child's IEP Team to be 


appropriate and necessary for the child to participate in nonacademic settings. 


(Emphasis added) 


 The issue is whether the existence of a “special needs table” for two days at the beginning 


of the school year amounts to a violation of an IEP which calls for full inclusion.  As discussed 


above, to prevail in challenging the implementation of an IEP, a parent “must show more than a 


de minimus failure” to implement the IEP.68  Rather, the parent must demonstrate that the school 


“failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the IEP.”69 Again, this will relate to 


the benefit analysis under Michael F.’s prong 4, except with a focus on whether the IEP services 


that were actually provided conferred a positive non-academic benefit.  


                                                 
68 V.P., 582 F. 3d at 587 (quoting Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F. 3d 341, 349 (5th Cir.2000)). 
69 Id. 
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Perception becomes reality.  Minor Child’s perception of being segregated with other disabled 


children at a special needs table was  reality.  There was no school-sanctioned, labeled, or 


intended “special needs table.”  However, because of a lack of training by the School Board of the 


paraprofessionals in dealing with special education children, the paraprofessionals took it upon 


themselves to congregate the children together, at the “front porch” before school and in the 


cafeteria at one table, for no other reason than so the paraprofessionals could socialize and visit 


amongst themselves.  Minor Child’s IEP required that  be placed in the least restrictive 


environment in all areas.   was to be in full inclusion with regular education children in all 


settings.  This was a violation of Minor Child’s IEP for those first two days of school that the 


practice was allowed to exist.  It negatively affected  progress emotionally and socially.   


was emotionally distraught over the first two days of a “special needs table.”  Parents have shown 


School Board “failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the IEP” by 


unknowingly allowing a “special needs table” and “front porch” segregation to exist.  The School 


Board has since rectified this problem and took immediate steps to stop the “front porch” school 


arrival congregation and cafeteria “special needs table” segregation. 


b) Least Restrictive Environment-Library or other classroom testing 


 


 Minor Child’s IEP required  least restrictive environment to be in the classroom with 


regular education children at least 80% of the time.  It also required individualized testing in a 


testing location.  The School Board, in implementing these two apparently dichotomous concepts 


from the IEP, removed Minor Child from the regular classroom for individualized testing in other 


classrooms or the library.  It created behavioral issues when Minor Child, who as indicated in the 


IEP needs inclusion for an increased feeling of affiliation, belongingness, and connection to the 


school, refused to return to the regular classroom after completing the individualized and secluded 
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testing.  Minor Child also missed out on regular instruction that would take place while  was 


removed from the classroom.  Minor Child’s IEP did not provide  with FAPE, as the School 


Board’s implementation of this requirement, in light of the Minor Child’s unique circumstances in 


needing full inclusion to advance, was not reasonably calculated to provide  with educational 


benefits. 


 These segregated practices, either from being allowed to exist from a lack of training, or   


continuing in testing practices, have negatively impacted Minor Child.     has refused to return 


to class after being segregated from the regular education classroom.   has demonstrated a 


preference to stay in the library when segregated for testing, so  can read a superhero comic 


book.   grades, especially those in social studies and science where the segregated testing 


occurs, have been subject to more “E’s” than in other classes.  Parents have shown School Board 


“failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the IEP” by continuing to allow 


segregated testing when Minor Child is required to have full inclusion under  IEP. 


3) Prong 3: Services are provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key 


‘stakeholders’ 


Parents proved services were not provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by 


the key ‘stakeholders.’  A challenge to the implementation of an IEP “must show more than a de 


minimus failure to implement all elements of that IEP, and, instead, must demonstrate that the 


school board or other authorities failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the 


IEP.”70  “What provisions are significant in an IEP should be determined in part based on ‘whether 


the IEP services that were provided actually conferred an educational benefit.’”71 


Thus whether an IEP was implemented sufficiently will relate heavily on the fourth prong of 


                                                 
70 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F. 3d 576, 587 (5th Cir. 2009) (quoting Houston Indep. Sch. 


Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F. 3d 341, 349 (5th Cir.2000)). 
71 Id. (quoting Bobby R.200 F. 3d at 349 n. 2.) 
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Michael F. 


4) Prong 4: Positive academic and non-academic benefits are demonstrated 


The Parents proved that Minor Child suffered negative academic and non-academic 


benefits as a result of the School Board’s IEP implementation. 


In Houston Independent School District v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P.,72 the Fifth Circuit described 


this fourth prong as “[p]perhaps one of the most critical factors.”73  The factor seeks to determine 


“whether the student was obtaining benefits from the IEP.”74  In V.P. the Fifth Circuit upheld the 


district court’s determination that a student’s grades were not reliable evidence of progress where 


they were the product of unapproved deviations: 


Passing grades and advancement from year to year are factors that indicate a child 


is receiving meaningful educational benefit. As a legal matter, we find that such 


evidence should be rejected when it is found to be the product of unapproved 


deviations from the IEP. V.P.'s classroom teacher, the stakeholder most familiar 


with V.P.'s performance, testified that although V.P. did not do well the first or 


second semester of her first-grade year, her grades improved near the end of the 


year only because the teacher started modifying more work product for her, 


including giving her fewer test items. Without these modifications, the teacher 


stated, V.P. could not have done work on the curriculum level with the non-disabled 


students in her class and could not have made passing grades. The teacher explained 


that she made these modifications because the special education chair told her that 


they were part of V.P.’s IEP. However, V.P.’s IEP did not provide for modified 


curriculum or tests, and her teacher stated that she would have been concerned 


about making the modifications if she knew they were not in V.P.’s IEP. Finally, 


the teacher testified that despite V.P.'s passing grades, she did not believe V.P. 


mastered the curriculum necessary to move on to second grade. 


Considering the testimony of V.P.’s teacher, the district court did not clearly err in 


concluding that the test scores were not reliable evidence of progress. The district 


court's factual determination that the child was not receiving educational benefits 


from her IEP was not clear error. As we said in Bobby R., it is not necessary for the 


child “to improve in every area to obtain an educational benefit,” 200 F.3d at 350, 


but there was no evidence here that had to be accepted that V.P. was improving in 


many areas at all. 


                                                 
72 582 F. 3d 576 (5th Cir. 2009). 
73 Id. at 588. 
74 Id. (citing Michael F., 118 F.3d at 252). 
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The ultimate legal issue under this factor is whether V.P. was receiving a 


meaningful educational benefit from the services provided for her under her IEP. 


We find that she was not. 


Therefore, we sustain the district court's finding that under the four factors, HISD 


was not providing a free appropriate public education. Consequently, V.P.’s move 


to the Parish School was justified.75 


The numerous exempts or “E’s” given to Minor Child by the teachers in social studies and 


science classes demonstrate “unapproved deviations” from the IEP, such that the final nine-week 


grades in these courses are rejected as unreliable indicators of  meaningful educational benefit 


in the two subjects.  In social studies, nine of 20 possible grades, or 45%, resulted in “E’s”.   


teacher could not explain or recall each of the circumstances in which she gave  “E’s”, but she 


admitted some “E’s” were given instead of Minor Child receiving zeroes or a failing grade.  A 


grade in a subject in which a student has been exempted from 45% of the course credit is unreliable 


on its face. 


Special Education minutes 


 Parents argued in their Due Process hearing request that School Board failed to provide the 


30 minutes of daily special education (SPED) minutes required by  IEP.  Parents failed to prove 


the School Board was deficient in this implementation of Minor Child’s IEP.  


Accommodations and Modifications in Social Studies and Science 


Minor Child’s IEP required that  receive accommodations and modifications appropriate 


to  needs.  School Board met these requirements in most of  subjects, with the exception of 


social studies and science.  The Seventh Circuit addressed the “timely” compliance of providing 


study guides required by an IEP in Stanek v. St. Charles Community Unit School District.76  In 


Stanek, the court held that the student’s school district denied  FAPE.  The student alleged that 


                                                 
75 Id. at 590–91. 
76 783 F.3d 634. (7th Cir. 2015). 
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the  school denied  the study guides and extra time to complete tests and homework that  


IEP required to address the social and communicative deficits related to  autism, and that as a 


result  began failing classes in subjects in which  had received A’s and B’s in previous years. 


As in Stanek, Minor Child did not receive study guides for social studies and science in a 


timely manner to allow  meaningful educational benefit.  Incomplete study guides that have 


not been properly accommodated in compliance with Minor Child’s IEP, and study guides that are 


given two days prior to tests without modifications which would help  succeed do not give 


Minor Child FAPE.  The Parents met their burden of proving that Minor Child was not receiving 


timely and appropriately accommodated or modified school work for  needs, and this denied 


 FAPE. 


ORDER 


IT IS ORDERED that School Board’s implementation of Minor Child’s December 8, 


2016 Individualized Education Plan (IEP) denied Minor Child a free and appropriate public 


education (FAPE). 


IT IS ORDERED that School Board provide a curriculum specialist certified and 


specializing in social studies and a curriculum specialist certified and specializing in science 


to Minor Child on a weekly basis to accommodate and modify each week’s school work and 


study guides in a timely manner appropriate to  current Individualized Education Plan. 


Rendered and signed on March 12, 2018, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


 


 


 


 


      ________________________________ 


      William H. Cooper III  


      Administrative Law Judge 


S 


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Monday, March 12, 2018
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REVIEW RIGHTS 


This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision 


has the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of 


competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States. To determine your rights, you 


should act promptly and seek legal advice. 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 


DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
 


 


SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2018-1076-DOE-IDEA 
 *  
IN THE MATTER OF *  


 *  
PARENT ON BEHALF OF STUDENT  *  


* 
AGENCY LOG NO.  78-H-15 


****************************************************************************** 


ORDER FINDING COMPLAINT INSUFFICIENT  
 


On February 12, 2018, Parent on behalf of Student filed a due process complaint against 


School Board.1  On February 19, 2018, School Board filed an opposition to the due process hearing 


challenging the sufficiency of Parent’s complaint.  School Board alleges that Parent did not 


properly describe the nature of the problem of Student including facts relating to the problem and 


did not propose a resolution to the alleged problem.  


Due Process Complaint Requirement 


Parent’s complaint did not meet the minimal pleading requirements of a due process 


complaint.   The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act requires that a due process complaint 


contain the following:2 


1. The name of the child; 


2. The address of the residence of the child; 


3. The name of the school the child is attending; 


4. In the case of a homeless child or youth, available contact information for the child, 


and the name of the school the child is attending; 


5. A description of the nature of the problem of the child relating to such proposed 


initiation or change, including facts relating to such problem; and 


                                                 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this order.  See 


attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information. 
2 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(7)(A)(ii); 34 C.F.R. § 300.508(b) (2017); LAC 28:XLIII.508.B. 







6. A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the parent 


at the time. 


Parent’s due process complaint contains the name and address of Student, the name of the 


school Student attends, a vague description of the nature of the problem, and a vague description 


of the proposed resolution.   Parent’s due process complaint does not contain a clear description 


of the nature of the problem of Student or a clear proposed resolution of the problem to the extent 


known and available.  Because Parent’s due process complaint fails to meet the requirements of 


federal and state laws, it is dismissed.   


ORDER 


 IT IS ORDERED that School Board’s sufficiency challenge is granted.   


IT IS ORDERED that Parent’s due process complaint is insufficient and is dismissed, 


without prejudice.  


IT IS ORDERED that the prehearing conference scheduled for March 9, 2018, at 9:00 


a.m., is cancelled. 


IT IS ORDERED that the due process hearing tentatively scheduled for April 9, 2018, is 


cancelled. 


Rendered and signed February 20, 2018, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


 


      _____________________________ 


      Adaora Chukudebelu 


Presiding Administrative Law Judge  


      


  


A 


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Friday, February 23, 2018
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 


DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 


SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2017-7413-DOE-IDEA 


 *  


 *  


IN THE MATTER OF *  


 *  


PARENT ON BEHALF OF STUDENT * AGENCY TRACKING NO. 78-H-09 
 *  


 


****************************************************************************** 


CONFERENCE REPORT AND ORDER DISMISSING DUE PROCESS HEARING 


REQUEST 
 


 A telephone status conference was held October 17, 2017, before Administrative Law 


Judge Adaora Chukudebelu.1  Present for the conference were School Board attorney, Wayne 


Stewart, and School Board representatives, Elizabeth Taylor-Chapman and Patrice Hudson.  No 


one appeared on behalf of Parent.   


Mr. Stewart argued School Board’s motion to dismiss Parent’s due process hearing request, 


which Mr. Stewart filed on October 16, 2017.  Mr. Stewart argued that 30 days had passed since 


Parent filed a request for a due process hearing, and that Parent refused to participate in a resolution 


meeting.2  School Board moved to dismiss Parent’s due process request, as provided for under 


federal and state regulations.3 


Ms. Taylor-Chapman testified that despite numerous attempts, School Board has been 


unsuccessful in getting Parent to agree on a date for a resolution meeting.  Mr. Stewart stated that 


he spoke with Parent’s attorney, Bob Tucker, and that via email, he requested possible dates for 


an IEP meeting from Mr. Tucker.  Mr. Stewart stated that he has not received any response from 


Mr. Tucker.  Mr. Stewart maintained that School Board did not waive its obligation to conduct a 


resolution meeting.  The tribunal has sent conference reports and other correspondence to Parent.4  


Neither Parent nor Parent’s attorney has contacted the tribunal.   


 


                                                 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this order.  See 


attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information. 
2 Parent filed the due process appeal request on September 15, 2017. 
3 See 34 C.F.R § 300.501(B)(4) and Louisiana Administrative Code 28:XLIII.510.B.4.   
4 No one has enrolled as counsel for Parent. 
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Because School Board has made reasonable efforts to arrange a resolution meeting and has 


attempted to amicably resolve the issue with Parent, but Parent refused to participate, School 


Board’s motion to dismiss Parent’s due process request is granted.   


ORDER 


 IT IS ORDERED that the matter entitled  on behalf of  bearing 


docket number 2017-7413-DOE-IDEA is DISMISSED.  


Rendered and signed October 17, 2017, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


. 


 


 


      ___________________________ 


      Adaora Chukudebelu 


      Administrative Law Judge 
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NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Friday, October 20, 2017
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individuals by regular, first-class mail, certified mail, and/or electronic mail this 20th day of
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Clerk of Court
Division of Administrative Law


BY REGULAR, FIRST-CLASS MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL


BY CERTIFIED MAIL ONLY


Mr. Wayne T. Stewart


Attorney at Law


2431 South Acadian Thruway, Suite 600


Baton Rouge, LA  70808


CERTIFIED MAIL #7005 1820 0006 6871 4193
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Mr. Warren Drake


Superintendent


East Baton Rouge Parish School System


6550 Sevenoaks Avenue


Baton Rouge, LA 70806


BY ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY


Marshall Ann Davis, Paralegal


Louisiana Department of Education


E-mail: MarshallAnn.Davis@la.gov and DisputeResolution.DOE@la.gov












STATE OF LOUISIANA 


DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
 


SCHOOL BOARD 
*  


* DOCKET NO. 2018-2275-DOE-IDEA 
 *  


IN THE MATTER OF *  


 *  


PARENT ON BEHALF OF  


MINOR CHILD 
* 


AGENCY LOG NO.  78-H-18 


****************************************************************************** 


DECISION AND ORDER1 


Parent on behalf of Minor Child filed a request for a due process hearing alleging that 


School Board violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) by denying Minor 


Child a free appropriate public education (FAPE).  Parent proved that School Board denied Minor 


Child FAPE by failing to implement an Individual Education Program (IEP) specifically designed 


to meet Minor Child’s unique needs.   


APPEARANCES 


A hearing was conducted on June 20, 2018, and June 21, 2018, in Gonzales, Louisiana, 


before Administrative Law Judge Tameka Johnson.  Present at the hearing were Parent, a self-


represented litigant; Minor; Jeffrey Diez, attorney for School Board; Susan Vaughn, Director of 


Special Education; and Terri Tate, Supervisor of Special Education.   


STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


Parent, on behalf of Minor Child, filed a request for a due process hearing on March 20, 


2018.  Parent alleged that School Board denied Minor Child FAPE by: 


1. Failing to implement an appropriate IEP specifically designed to meet the needs of 


Minor Child; 


 


2. Failing to implement an appropriate IEP after the triennial evaluation to address Minor 


                                                 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See 


attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information. 
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Child’s present level and low test scores;  


 


3. Failing to test Minor Child according to the specifically designed IEP and  functional 


level as opposed to testing  on a regular education level; 


 


4. Failing to maintain a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) in order to address Minor 


Child’s behavior; and  


 


5. Failing to provide Assistive Technology for low areas of deficits due to Minor Child’s 


inability to communicate well. 


 


The School Board contends that: 


1. All of Minor Child’s IEPs were accurately and properly drafted in a collaborative effort 


in order to challenge and meet Minor Child’s needs;  


 


2. Staff and IEP team members have gone above and beyond for and on behalf of Minor 


Child; 


 


3. The IEPs were specifically designed to meet Minor Child’s needs; and 


4. Minor Child showed progress according to the IEP progress notes and was not denied 


FAPE. 


 


The remedies Parent requested were compensatory education and an Independent 


Educational Evaluation (IEE) in order to determine Minor Child’s cognitive abilities and any new 


learning disorders.  Before the hearing began, the parties stipulated to one of the requested 


remedies, an IEE for the Minor Child, to be paid for by the School Board.  School Board agreed 


to contact East Baton Rouge Parish School Board to schedule the educational evaluation.  Parties 


agreed that the medical evaluation would be conducted by Children’s Hospital.    


During the hearing, two joint exhibits and exhibits on behalf of both sides were admitted 


into evidence.2  At the conclusion of the hearing, both sides gave a closing argument and the matter 


was submitted for decision.   


In an Order Granting Joint Motion to Extend the Decision Timeline, signed on May 15, 


2018, the deadline for mailing the decision was extended to August 3, 2018. 


                                                 
2 See attached appendix of exhibits admitted on behalf of both parties. 
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This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities 


Education Act, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1400 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. § 300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941 et seq.; 


Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Pupil Appraisal Handbook, LAC 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, 


Regulations for Implementation of the Children with Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII; 


Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook for Students with Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; and 


the Division of Administrative Law’s enabling legislation, La. R.S. 49:991 et seq. 


FINDINGS OF FACT 


Minor Child initially qualified for special education services in 2013 with an exceptionality 


of developmental delay.  At Parent’s request, Minor Child was evaluated again in 2015 and 


qualified for special education services with a primary exceptionality of Autism. 


Minor Child’s home school is Elementary School, where  attended Pre-K, a portion of 


Kindergarten, and most recently first grade during the 2017-2018 school year.  School Board is 


the Local Education Agency that has the responsibility of providing Minor Child with FAPE. 


During the hearing, extensive testimony was given regarding the number of IEPs Minor 


Child has had during the school year.  A number of the IEPs were not introduced into evidence as 


they were implemented more than a year before Parent filed the due process hearing request.3  The 


IEPs which fall directly or indirectly within the purview of this due process hearing are: (1) the 


IEP created March 23, 2017, and amended December 19, 2017; (2) the IEP created March 16, 


2018; and (3) the IEP created April 23, 2018. 


1. March 23, 2017 IEP4 


This IEP was created as a result of an IEP team meeting held on March 23, 2017, when 


                                                 
3 The due process hearing request shall allege a violation that occurred not more than one year before the date the 


parent or public agency knew or should have known about the alleged action that forms the basis of the request. LAC 


28:XLIII.507.A.2. 
4 Exhibit SB 7. 
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Minor Child returned to the Elementary School, after being home-schooled from October, 2016 to 


March 2017.5  At the time Minor Child returned to school in March 2017,  was in Kindergarten.  


 disability affected  participation in activities because  attention span was limited.  Minor 


Child’s deficits resulted in the need for practice and redundancy to learn new skills.  The IEP 


indicated that Minor Child’s ability to process, retrieve and store information is also impaired as 


 required “wait time” to process information prior to responding to questions/requests.  Minor 


Child’s vocabulary deficits result in  difficulty responding to questions relating to new material 


and  ability to express  to others.6   


According to the IEP, Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional 


performance in the area of communication/language skills indicated that  was able to answer 


“what” questions to describe actions in stories.   had difficulty answering “who, where, or when” 


questions when given an orally presented story.   exhibited a restricted vocabulary for  age.7 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


motor/fine motor indicated that  could independently write  first name.   was able to select 


named letters on a keyboard.   had difficulty writing lower case letters of the alphabet and 


holding  pencil correctly. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


reading indicated that  was able to name 26/26 uppercase and 26/26 lowercase letters.   was 


able to verbally produce the correct letter sound for 26/26 uppercase and lowercase letters.   


was able to answer “wh” questions about characters and the setting of a story.   had difficulty 


with first word sounds, rhyming words, and segmenting words into phonemes/sounds. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


                                                 
5 Exhibit SB 20. 
6 Exhibit SB 7, p. 00175. 
7 Exhibit SB 7, p. 00178. 
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math indicated  had difficulty with the concept of “one more,” “one less,” and creating sets of 


11-20 items.  The March 23, 2017, IEP indicated Minor Child had a letter grade of “F” in math on 


 first nine weeks report card, and  had a “F” in math at the time of the March 23, 2017, IEP 


team meeting.   


Minor Child’s instructional day consisted of 375 minutes.  Minor Child was in the regular 


education setting 40%-79% of the day. The assistive technology (AT) component of the IEP 


indicated that AT was not needed.  Parent concerns as listed in the IEP included Minor Child’s 


lack of progress in math and reading, and that  was being tested on the grade level curriculum.8       


The March 23, 2017, IEP was amended on December 19, 2017, because Minor Child was 


not making progress in the regular education setting for reading and math.9  The IEP amendment 


updated Minor Child’s goals, added objectives for reading and math, and increased Minor Child’s 


special education pull-out services.  The amendment also indicated that in order to address 


behaviors such as hitting and remaining in  seat, a Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) 


would be conducted to develop a BIP.10  Parent produced two of five pages of a BIP dated February 


14, 2018, two months after the December 19, 2017, amended IEP recommendation.11  Parent only 


received two pages of the BIP from the school.  The School Board did not offer any evidence of 


the BIP nor did it introduce the additional pages.    


2. March 16, 201812 


This IEP was created as a result of an IEP team meeting held on March 16, 2018.  This IEP 


was in effect at the time Parent filed the request for a due process hearing.  Minor Child’s academic, 


developmental, and functional needs indicated that  language skills affected  educational 


                                                 
8 Exhibit SB 7, p. 00175. 
9 Exhibit SB 7, p. 00199. 
10 Exhibit SB 7, p. 00177. 
11 Exhibit P 55. 
12 Exhibit SB 6. 
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performance in that  had difficulty answering questions posed by the teacher.13  According to 


the IEP  disability affects participation in activities because  attention span was limited;  


was compulsive, and  displayed “refusal” behavior.  Due to Minor Child’s difficulty with 


processing and retrieving information, required “think time” before answering.   academic 


difficulties included reading comprehension, reading fluently on grade level, math word problems, 


math calculation, written expression, and detailed oral expression. 


Minor Child scored high risk in reading and math on the Formative Assessment System for 


Teachers (FAST).  The March 16, 2018, IEP indicated that Minor Child had a letter grade of “F” 


in reading and math.  Minor Child’s Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) level was a 3, 


which the March 16, 2018, IEP classified as a beginning first grade reading level.  The IEP team 


stated that Minor Child had not made progress with math goal, and  had regressed with the 


skill of recognizing greater than/less than.  Minor Child was making little progress with the general 


education curriculum.14   was easily distracted and distracting to others.  According to the March 


16, 2018, IEP, Minor Child had a deficit with reading fluency as well as math concepts and fluency.    


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


communication/language skills indicated that  was capable of requesting objects, and following 


simple commands.15  The March 16, 2018, IEP indicated took turns reading with the teacher 


during a guided reading activity.   answered “what” and “who” questions about characters in a 


story.  Minor Child was unable to provide similarities or differences between character and objects 


and  was unable to retell a sequence of events in a story.   


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


                                                 
13 Minor Child also had difficulty answering questions posed by and engaging in a conversation with the 


Administrative Law Judge at  did not appear to understand simple questions and continued to repeat 


the word “arcade.” 
14 Exhibit SB 6, p. 00148. 
15 At the due process hearing, Minor Child did not follow simple commands and it was not apparent that  understood 


what the Administrative Law Judge was saying to    
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motor/fine motor skills indicated that  was able to independently write  first and last name.  


Minor Child struggled with using an appropriate pencil grasp and spacing.16   


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


reading comprehension indicated that  had difficulty listening to an orally read story, identifying 


details from the story (such as characters, setting, main idea), retelling a story, and identifying the 


problem and/or solution. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


math indicated that  was able to recognize numbers 1-100.   was able to create groups of 


objects up to 20.  According to the March 16, 2018, IEP Minor Child struggled with concepts, 


such as “how many more,” “how many total,” as well as addition/subtraction.   also struggled 


with making a 10-place value, building a number using base 10-blocks, math drawing, and 


determining greater than/less than values with numbers more than 20.17 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


reading fluency indicated  is able to read 10 words correctly per minute on a grade-appropriate 


reading passage.  Minor Child was able to identify rhyming words, and create new words with 


word family endings.   had difficulty segmenting words into phonemes/sounds, reading words 


with blends, digraphs, and long vowel combinations. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


social skills indicated that  struggled with walking within the classroom when being seated was 


expected, disrupting others, and staying in  work area.18  The March 16, 2018, IEP indicated 


Minor Child bites  finger  is upset or for comfort.  Under the AT section, the IEP 


                                                 
16 Exhibit SB 6, p. 00152. 
17 Exhibit SB 6, p. 00154. 
18 At the hearing, Minor Child struggled with sitting quietly at the table performing an activity.  Minor Child walked 


around the room, talked loudly, and  was a distraction. 
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indicated that Minor Child would be permitted to use a calculator.   


3. April 23, 201819 


This IEP was created as a result of an IEP team meeting held on April 23, 2018.  This IEP 


was created approximately one month after Parent filed her request for a due process hearing.20  


Minor Child’s academic, developmental, and functional needs indicated that  language skills 


affected  educational performance in that  had difficulty answering questions posed by the 


teacher.   was easily distracted and distracting.  Minor Child’s disability affected participation 


in activities because of  limited attention span, and increased compulsiveness.  Due to Minor 


Child’s difficulty with processing and retrieving information,  required “think time” before 


answering.   academic difficulties included reading comprehension, reading fluently on grade 


level, math word problems, math calculation, written expression, and detailed oral expression. 


Minor Child scored high risk in reading and math on the FAST benchmark test.  The April 


23, 2018, IEP indicated Minor had a letter grade of “F” in reading and math.   DRA level was 


a 3,21 which the April 23, 2018, IEP indicated is a middle of kindergarten level.22  The April 23, 


2018, IEP indicated Minor Child had a deficit with reading fluency as well as math concepts and 


math fluency.  To assist with  communication, Minor Child was given access to a variety of 


apps for the computer/iPad.   utilized a feeling pictorial board to assist in expressing  


emotions.     


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


reading indicated  was able to read 10 words correctly per minute on a grade appropriate reading 


                                                 
19 Exhibit SB 5. 
20 The April 23, 2018, IEP was not the basis of the due process complaint; therefore, the issue of whether this IEP 


denied FAPE will not be decided.  However, the facts are presented to show that Minor Child’s level of academic 


achievement and functional performance remained the same since the March 23, 2017 IEP.   
21 Exhibit SB 6, p. 00126. 
22 The March 16, 2018, and March 23, 2017, IEPs also indicated that Minor’s DRA level was a 3.  However, the 


March 16, 2018, IEP classified DRA level 3 as a beginning first grade reading level. 
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passage.  Minor Child was able to identify rhyming words, and create new words with word family 


endings.   had difficulty segmenting words into phonemes/sounds, reading words with blends, 


digraphs, and long vowel combinations.   


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


communication/language skills indicated that Minor Child was able to request objects/activities, 


and follow simple commands.   took turns reading with the teacher during a guided reading 


activity.   answered “what” and “who” questions about characters in a story when given picture 


clues with 90% accuracy.  Minor Child was unable to state how character/objects are the same or 


different.   was unable to retell a sequence of events in a story.   


Although the April 23, 2018, IEP indicated Minor Child stayed in  work area 93% of 


the time, it also indicated that  struggled with walking within the classroom when being seated 


is expected, disrupting others, and staying in  work area.  The IEP indicated Minor Child would 


bite  finger sometimes  was excited.  This behavior was tracked for six hours, and  


was observed putting  finger to  mouth 21 times.23   


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


math indicated that  was able to recognize numbers 1-100.   was able to create groups of 


objects up to 20.  Minor Child struggled with concepts, such as “how many more,” “how many 


total,” as well as in addition/subtraction problem-solving.   also struggled with determining a 


10, place value, building a number using base 10 blocks, math drawing, and recognizing greater 


than/less than with numbers more than 20. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


motor/fine motor skills indicated  was able to independently write  first and last name.  Minor 


                                                 
23 Exhibit SB 5, p. 00131. 
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Child struggled using an appropriate pencil grasp and spacing.24 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


reading comprehension on the April 23, 2018, IEP indicated Minor Child was able to use a picture 


to determine meaning.  Minor Child had difficulty listening to an orally read story, identifying 


details from the story (such as characters, setting, and main idea), retelling a story and identifying 


the problem/solution. 


Minor Child’s level of academic achievement and functional performance in the area of 


written expression indicated  was able to dictate an incomplete sentence about a read aloud 


passage.  Minor Child struggled with writing a complete sentence, including identifying main 


ideas, details, and correct punctuation.  The April 23, 2018, IEP indicated that Minor Child would 


be instructed and assessed on  functional level.25      


Minor Child’s instructional day consisted of 375 minutes.   was in the regular education 


setting 40%-79% of the day.  Under the AT section of the IEP, the IEP team indicated Minor Child 


would be allowed to access a variety of apps for the computer/iPad, as well as accessing a 100s 


chart and/or number line.   would be allowed to utilize a feeling pictorial board to assist in 


expressing  emotions.26 


The April 23, 2018, IEP was amended on May 9, 2018, to list Parent’s concerns.  Parent 


also requested that a comment be added indicating that Minor Child is a visual learner.  The 


amendment also added an objective in the area of social skills.    


Minor Child’s Quarterly Report Card dated March 15, 2018, indicated that for quarter 3 


Minor Child had a letter grade of “F” in both math and reading.27  Minor Child’s end of the year 


                                                 
24 Exhibit SB 5, p. 00133. 
25 Exhibit SB 4, p. 00098. 
26 Exhibit SB 5, p. 00127. 
27 Exhibit P-103. 
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report card indicated Minor Child had a letter grade of “F” in both math and reading for quarter 4 


and for  final grade.  Minor Child received the same test in math and reading as  non-disabled 


peers.  Minor Child was not tested on  functional level.  Minor Child’s Special Education 


Teacher testified that Minor Child took the same tests that every other first grader took “because 


 was not on a ‘functional’ IEP at that time.”28    


In Kindergarten, Minor Child had an “F” in reading and math.  During Minor Child’s first 


grade year,  maintained an “F” in reading the entire time.  Minor Child regressed in math.  In 


the first quarter of first grade Minor Child had a “C” in math; the second quarter,  had a “D;” 


the third and fourth quarters  had an “F” in math.29     


Although Minor Child had a final grade of “F” in reading and math, School Board passed 


 to the second grade.  Separate from  report card, Minor Child’s IEP Progress Reports 


indicated that Minor Child was making progress on  IEP goals.30  After initially denying Minor 


Child extended school year (ESY), School Board subsequent to Parent’s due process hearing 


request, approved ESY for the summer of 2017.     


ASSITIVE TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION31 


An assistive technology (AT) consultation was facilitated on March 26, 2018, and March 


29, 2018, after Parent filed the request for a due process hearing.  The AT facilitator recommended 


that Minor Child begin to produce written assignments and tests via a word processor and/or 


computer.  The facilitator determined that because Minor Child has difficulty with producing 


written work,  should begin to use apps on a tablet or a word processing program on a laptop 


that would allow  to type directly into a worksheet.  This would allow Minor Child to produce 


                                                 
28 Transcript, June 20, 2018, p. 120. 
29 Id. 
30 Exhibit SB 16. 
31 Exhibit Joint 2. 
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written work with more emphasis on  written composition, and not on the motor task of writing.  


The facilitator also recommended that Minor Child begin to use a text-to-speech feature in order 


to learn to listen to the digital speech. 


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


Parent proved that the School Board’s implementation of Minor Child’s March 23, 2017, 


IEP amended on December 19, 2017, and  subsequent March 16, 2018, IEP denied Minor Child 


FAPE by failing to implement an IEP specifically designed to meet Minor Child’s unique needs.  


The IEPs failed to implement a requirement for testing Minor Child according to  functional 


level of performance.       


Burden of Proof 


A school district’s educational program for a child with disabilities is presumed to be 


appropriate.32  As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School Board, 


Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.33  Parent must affirmatively prove her 


allegation that the School Board failed to provide FAPE to the Minor Child.   


General Discussion of IDEA 


 The FAPE required by the IDEA “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will 


maximize the child’s educational potential; rather it need only be an education that is specifically 


designed to meet the child’s unique needs, supported by services that will permit  ‘to benefit’ 


from the instruction.”34  Instead, IDEA guarantees a “basic floor” of opportunity, “specifically 


designed to meet the child’s unique needs, supported by services that will permit  to benefit 


from the instruction.”35  Still, the educational benefit “cannot be a mere modicum or de minimus; 


                                                 
32 White v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 343 F. 3d 373, at 377 (5th Cir. 2003). 
33 Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005). 
34


R.P. ex rel. R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist., 703 F. 3d 801, 809 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting Cypress-Fairbanks 


Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997). 
35 See Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997); see also Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley, 458 U. S. 176, 200 (1982). 
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rather, an IEP must be likely to produce progress, not regression or trivial educational 


advancement.”36   


The United States Supreme Court, in Board of Education v. Rowley,37 declined to establish 


an overarching standard to evaluate the education provided under IDEA.  When a parent challenges 


the appropriateness of an IEP, the two-prong inquiry outlined in Rowley is used in order to 


determine whether a public agency, such as the School Board, has provided FAPE under the IDEA 


to a particular child.  The two prong inquiry asks: (1) Has the state complied with the procedures 


set forth in the Act? and (2) Is the IEP developed through the Act’s procedures reasonably 


calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?38 


In the instant case, there were no allegations by Parent of a procedural error in establishing 


the IEP.  Therefore, the issue is whether the IEP was reasonably calculated to enable Minor Child 


to receive an educational benefit.   


In Michael F.,39 the Fifth Circuit set forth four factors “that can serve as indicators of 


whether an IEP” was reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits: “(1) 


the program is individualized on the basis of the student’s assessment and performance; (2) the 


program is administered in the least restrictive environment; (3) the services are provided in a 


coordinated and collaborative manner by the key ‘stakeholders’; and (4) positive academic and 


non-academic benefits are demonstrated.”40 


There were no allegations of violations regarding prongs two and three of Michael F.41  


Parent did not make any allegations that Minor Child was not in the least restrictive environment 


                                                 
36 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z, 580 F. 3d 286, 292 (5th Cir. 2009) (citing Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 248). 
37 458 U.S. 176 (1982). 
38 Rowley, 458 U.S., at 2006-07; see also Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas County School District RE-1, 580 


U.S._, 137 S. Ct. 988 (2017), expanding the Rowley inquiry finding that IDEA requires an educational program 


reasonably calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.  
39 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, at 253 (5th Cir. 1997). 
40 Id at 253. 
41 Id. 
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or that the services were not provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner.  The issue is 


whether the IEP team’s failure to implement within the IEP a requirement that Minor Child be 


tested on  functional level resulted in a denial of FAPE.  This issue will be addressed under the 


first and fourth prongs of Michael F.42 


Michael F. Prong 1:   The program is not individualized on the basis of the Minor 


Child’s assessment and performance.  


According to Minor Child’s March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018, IEPs,  DRA reading 


level was 3.  The March 16, 2018, IEP stated that DRA reading level 3 is a beginning of first-grade 


level.  This reading level was also carried over in the April 23, 2018, IEP and it stated that Minor 


Child reads on a DRA reading level 3 which is a middle of Kindergarten level.  The DRA reading 


level overlaps from Kindergarten to first grade.  According to the IEPs, although Minor Child’s 


DRA reading level remained at level 3,  regressed in that the level went from a beginning of 


first-grade level to a middle-of-Kindergarten level.  Minor Child’s level of academic achievement 


and functional performance in reading had not changed from March 2017, to March 2018, which 


demonstrates that Minor Child was failing to make progress in reading.  On Minor Child’s 2018 


report card  had a letter grade of “F” in reading for all four quarters and a final grade of “F.” 


Minor Child’s March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018, IEPs indicated that  struggled with 


concepts such has “how many more,” “how many total,” as well as solving addition/subtraction 


problems.  The IEPs consistently stated that Minor Child struggled with making a 10-place value, 


building a number using base 10 blocks, math drawing, and recognizing greater than/less than with 


numbers more than 20.  It is clear from the IEPs that the Minor Child’s level of academic 


achievement and functional performance did not change from March 2017 to March 2018.  On 


                                                 
42 Id. 
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Minor Child’s report card,  had a grade of “F” in math for the third and fourth quarters, as well 


as a final grade of “F.”   


Minor Child scored “high risk” for math and reading on the FAST.  The IEP team was 


aware during the March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018, IEP meetings that Minor Child was 


struggling with the general education curriculum and was below grade level in reading.  At both 


IEP meetings Parent expressed concern that Minor Child was being tested on the same grade level 


with  non-disabled peers.43 


Minor Child received instruction with accommodations in the regular education classroom.  


The IEP team did not tailor Minor Child’s IEPs to  specific unique needs in that there was no 


provision made in the IEPs to test Minor Child according to  functional level.  The court in 


Rowley indicated that for children receiving instruction in the regular classroom, this would 


generally require an IEP “reasonably calculated to enable the child to achieve passing marks and 


advance from grade to grade.”44  The IEP team was aware that as a result of Minor Child’s 


exceptionality,  had difficulty answering questions posed by the teacher, and  had a deficit in 


reading and math.  Minor Child’s IEPs were not reasonably calculated to enable Minor Child to 


achieve passing marks because the IEP team did not implement a procedure for testing Minor 


Child according to  functional level.  Although the School Board passed Minor Child from 


Kindergarten to first grade and from First to Second grade, Minor Child did not receive passing 


“marks” in math or reading.    


Because the IEP is not a form document and is specially designed to meet the Minor Child’s 


unique needs, the Minor Child’s academic reading and math tests should be specially designed to 


                                                 
43 Exhibits SB 6, p. 00148 and SB 7, p. 00175. 
44 Board of Education v. Rowley, 458 U. S. 176 (1982). 
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coincide with Minor Child’s IEP and  functional level.  The March 23, 2017, and March 16, 


2018, IEPs were not individualized on the basis of Minor Child’s assessment and performance.    


Michael F. Prong 4: The IEPs did not demonstrate positive academic benefits 


   


The March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018 IEPs did not demonstrate positive academic 


benefits on behalf of the Minor Child in reading, or math.  In Houston Independent School District 


v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P.,45 the Fifth Circuit described this fourth prong as “[p]erhaps one of the most 


critical factors.”46  The factor seeks to determine “whether the student was obtaining benefits from 


the IEP.”47  Although the IEP progress reports show some progress, still, the educational benefit 


“cannot be a mere modicum or de minimus; rather, an IEP must be likely to produce progress, not 


regression or trivial educational advancement.”48  Minor Child did not demonstrate progress or 


positive academic benefits in reading or math.  Minor Child maintained an “F” in reading from 


March 2017, to March 2018.  Minor Child’s March 2017 and March 2018 IEPs were not likely to 


produce progress because Minor Child’s skills were below grade level and  was not being tested 


according to  functional level.    


   In Endrew F.,49 the Supreme Court stated that “to meet its substantive obligation under the 


IDEA, a school must offer an IEP reasonably calculated to enable a child to make progress 


appropriate in light of the Child’s circumstances.”50  The adequacy of a given IEP turns on the 


unique circumstances of the child for whom it was created.51  Minor Child’s IEPs were not 


adequate or reasonably calculated to enable  to make progress appropriate in light of  


                                                 
45 582 F. 3d 576 (5th Cir. 2009).  
46 Id. at 588.  
47 Id. (citing Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 252). 
48 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z, 580 F. 3d 286, 292 (5th Cir. 2009) (citing Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 248). 
49 Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas County School District RE-1, 580 U.S._, 137 S. Ct. 988 (2017). 
50 Id.  
51 Id. 
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circumstances.  Minor Child’s circumstances consist of deficits in focusing, communication, 


reading, reading comprehension, and math.    


The IEP team did not draft the IEPs in light of Minor Child’s circumstances.  At the time 


the IEP team drafted the IEPs, they were aware of Minor Child’s circumstances.  The Director of 


Special Education testified that Minor Child entered Pre-Kindergarten and first-grade “behind”52 


or below level.  All of Minor Child’s test and assessments indicated that  was below grade level, 


yet the IEP team did not specifically design Minor Child’s IEPs to reflect that  be tested 


according to  functional level.  Minor Child’s level of academic achievement was below first-


grade level and therefore, it was impossible for  to achieve a passing grade on a first-grade 


level test.  Minor Child received the same test in reading and math as  non-disabled peers.   


The IEP must aim to enable Minor Child to make progress appropriate in light of  


circumstances.  Minor Child’s circumstances are such that  is below level in reading and math 


and has difficulty grasping concepts.  The March 23, 2017, IEP and the March 16, 2018, IEP did 


not provide positive academic benefits because the IEP team did not implement a process for 


testing Minor Child on  functional level.  Subsequent to Parent’s request for a due process 


hearing, in the April 23, 2018, IEP the IEP team included a requirement within the IEP to assess 


Minor Child according to  functional level.53      


Conclusion 


Parent proved that the March 23, 2017, and the March 16, 2018, IEPs failed to provide 


Minor Child with FAPE.  Minor Child was not tested according to  functional level; therefore, 


the IEPs were not specially designed to allow Minor Child to make progress appropriate in light 


of  circumstances.  Parent requested a remedy of compensatory education.  As a result of the 


                                                 
52 Transcript, June 20, 2018, pp. 263-264. 
53 Exhibit SB 4, p. 00098.  
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denial of FAPE, Minor Child is entitled to compensatory education in the form of extended school 


year (ESY) services.  After initially denying Minor Child ESY, School Board subsequent to 


Parent’s due process hearing request approved ESY for the summer of 2017.  The compensatory 


education remedy of ESY has been provided.          


 The AT consultation which was facilitated after the March 16, 2018, IEP meeting provided 


recommendations for assistive technology.  To assist with Minor Child’s writing and 


communication difficulties, and  inability to process, retrieve, and store information, Minor 


Child’s IEP must be amended to implement the facilitator’s recommendations. 


Additionally, the March 23, 2017, IEP recommended an implementation of a BIP.  The 


IEP team consistently found Minor Child was distracted, distracting to others, that  walked 


around the classroom, engaged in refusal behavior and displayed other behaviors that could 


interfere with  academic progress. The IEP must incorporate a BIP to address the Minor Child’s 


behaviors as stated in the IEPs. 


ORDER 


 IT IS ORDERED that Minor Child’s March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018, Individual 


Education Programs denied Minor Child a Free and Appropriate Public Education. 


 IT IS ORDERED that Minor Child is entitled to compensatory education consisting of an 


extended school year for the summer of 2017, which the School Board has already provided. 


IT IS ORDERED that Minor Child’s Individual Education Program for the 2018-2019 


school year be amended to reflect that  tests will be administered on  functional level.  


IT IS ORDERED that Minor Child’s Individual Education Program for the 2018-2019 


school year be amended to implement the most recent assistive technology recommendations. 
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IT IS ORDERED that Minor Child’s Individual Education Program for the 2018-2019 


school year be amended to incorporate Minor Child’s Behavioral Intervention Plan addressing 


Minor Child’s behaviors as delineated in the March 23, 2017, and March 16, 2018 Individual 


Education Programs.  


Rendered and signed on August 3, 2018, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


 


 


      ________________________________ 


      Tameka Johnson 


      Administrative Law Judge 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


REVIEW RIGHTS 


This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision 


has the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of 


competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States. To determine your rights, you 


should act promptly and seek legal advice. 
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NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Friday, August 03, 2018
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